
Office of the attorney general
Diane Saltoun, inspector general

100 w. Randolph, 12 fl
Chicago, IL 60601

dated 1/ 2/ 12

James F. Osterbur
2191 county road 2500 E. 

St. Joseph, IL 61873

RE:   I am directed to you, by the office of the legislative
inspector general/ as he wishes to hide from constitutional law;
and protect the people who are charged with a sworn oath to
obey it, protect it, and respect the people of IL by enforcing it
through the laws that they have already made: as is the
constitution of IL itself. Thereby discarding the people/ their
purpose in hiring a legislature/ and paying the price for their 
employees.

Nonetheless, as inspector general over the attorney general
office itself: this does in fact fall to you, as a matter over
which jurisdiction cannot be avoided.  A summation of the
offense involved is provided in the associated papers.  The
complaint is:  criminal misconduct, and literal defiance against
the people, & the law, of this state of IL.  By the attorney
general’s office/ particular executed or conducted against me,
and the people of IL by a deliberate and undeniable refusal to
obey, honor, or respect the constitution of IL, and its fifth



amendment as a guarantee to this people.  That is a traitorous
act, in absolute defiance of this people and their agreement to
unite and protect each other under constitutional mandate,  as a
state.   To be united under this document as one people here, is
not a game.  It is NOT “a discretionary law”/ it is NOT a matter
of judicial decision/ there are NO RULES, which allow this
miscarriage of justice:   no judge is allowed to disavow, or
disgrace the constitution either.  IT’S THE LAW, plain and
simple, an unavoidable truth!  And that means it is literally a
criminal offense to deny or avoid or pretend it does not exist. A
traitorous act,  in direct contradiction of any and all oaths of
office so involved.

I do not argue, that Mr. Grant does this on his own/ nor do
I argue that the judge in question fails, on his own either! 
Rather deeper levels of authority, or more correctly the power of
money;  are ruling here, and the realities of conspiracy,
corruption, and collusion are evident/ the power of an illegal
force: dictating and controlling government here: INSTEAD OF
OUR CONSTITUTION as agreed by the people.  As these two
primary figures have nothing to gain, and everything to lose, by
failing to obey the law.  That leaves us with “traitors/ rebels/
and thieves, hiding in the background”.

In response to this corruption and conspiracy against our
democracy, I have demanded of HIRAM GRAU;   head of the
state of IL police: that he shall in fact be involved;   and not
only arrest Mr. Grant for betrayal of the citizens of IL. 
Acknowledging contempt of court by refusing to acknowledge
constitutional law/ a treasonous act against, we the people.  But
also the foundation offense itself, called treason:   to



deliberately act in ways that intentionally destroy the power of
this democracy, the reality of our ownership/ our government
called WE THE PEOPLE, who do rule ourselves by the law we
create.   The unity granted, the protections demanded by the
constitution:  for this people.  For breaking his oath of office,
denying the law: is an act of war against this democracy, he
does know better.  The reality that his position demands of him,
is NOT unclear. For he is not the law, and whosoever corrupts
him, does so with his consent.

To date Hiram Grau has made no response.  That fact
brings to mind: another, potentially entrenched in this
conspiracy to deny the people their constitutional
guaranteed right as well.  A reality of people in powerful
positions:  colluding, conspiring, and corrupting each other
against this people called ILLINOIS. 

 Either we all obey the same law, as it is written in the
constitution/ or the constitution fails.  This is not a rule,
whereby minimal matters are dispensed with.  THIS IS
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW, a guaranteed right to each and
every citizen in this state.  A demand made upon the employees
of this state, and is upheld as punishable by oath/ because it is a
crime against the people.  When our employees fail; when they
do not, obey our law.

That means, it is your duty as well:   to institute and create
an investigation, to discover the traitors within our midst/ who
do, and did seek to destroy our democracy, “from the inside
out”.  By controlling the courtroom with fraud, with tyranny
(they cannot legally simply refuse to acknowledge the law,
thereby claiming it does not exist).  That is an act of war,



against this people:   because it is our power as a people, TO
RULE OURSELVES:  to intervene and control our
government, our future, and our destiny by our own vote our
agreement which is the law of this land called a constitution.

The question is: what do you intend to do about the people
you are in charge of/ the oath of office you took to honor,
respect, and obey the constitution?  Because the evidence is in
MANY courtroom cases/ which makes it irrefutable, undeniable,
and absolute.

The issues of taxation in this matter:   DOES participate in
this/ as it is absolutely clear.   Those employed, BUT who refuse
to do the job for which they were hired:   absolutely need not
be paid/ nor do they deserve ANY promise they created for
themselves, or expected as a servant of the people.   That is
the price of war, against us: WHEN YOU LOSE.  Copies have
been sent elsewhere:   my site for this is www.trialoflife.info 


